
Abstract Letters
Mrs Ras



Open a letter sized file in Photoshop



Using the text 
tool

Click and type 
the first letter of 
your word.

*remember your 
word must be at 
least 4 
characters long

In this tutorial 
mine is Ras Arts



Just like in word or 
google docs 
highlight your letter 
to edit it

Once the letter is 
highlighted and 
chosen on the layers 
click the font box 
and choose a font.

*Choose a  
typography based 
on a mood (happy, 
sad, youthful) 



While the letter is still 
highlighter change the 
font size



http://www.tigercolor.com/color-lab/color-theory/color
-harmonies.htm

https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/

Choose your color harmony.  Ie analogous, complementary, triads

Then based on your chosen mood from before (happy, sad, youthful) choose the 
colors ie blue - orange 

Use the links above to help choose.  Ps triads work well in this project.

http://www.tigercolor.com/color-lab/color-theory/color-harmonies.htm
http://www.tigercolor.com/color-lab/color-theory/color-harmonies.htm
https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/


Click on the color 
box and choose 
the first color of 
your color harmony 



Edit> free transform

Scale up your letter.

Remember all letters 
and characters must 
touch or go beyond 
at least one edge of 
the paper



Choose the text 
tool and create 
your next letter



1.Choose a 
secondary font that 
compliments your 
first.  You must have 
at least three 
different fonts in 
your piece

2, choose your 
second color of your 
color harmony

3. Change the size 
and place the letter 
in a appealing 
place.  



Add all letters

Then

Using the paint 
bucket tool add 
a color (appart 
of your color 
harmony) to the 
background



Go through 
each letter 
and choose 
a layer mode 
that you think 
looks good





layer> merge layers



Using the magic 
wand tool go 
around and select 
both negative and 
positive place 
shapes and alter 
the colors to create 
a more elaborate 
design.

Image <adj> hue 
and sat  

Or use paint 
bucket tool to 
choose another 
color 

“ now is the time to see options and opportunities ie “MAKE IT WORK” 



Enhanced the image with edit> adj.
Like vibrance or hue and sat. or brightness and 
contrast



Lastly add a filter.  


